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CLARIFIOATION OF SUGAR CANE JUICES. * that the excess of lime above what is required to neu- / contents of the tank are indicated by a graduated scale 
B E W D tralize the free vegetable acids of the juice will com- back of the glass. The brix is taken by dropping a y .  . EEMING. bine with the glucose, forming minute black specks spindle into this glass tube, and a sample of juice iii 

THE solids not sugar found in all saccharine solu- held in suspension and impossible of removal by any taken just below the glass. 
tions obtained from sugar cane and sorghum exert a known process. Lime is added to the juice in this compartment. 
marked influence upon the granulation of the sucrose They may be in sufficient quantities to darken the Meanwhile the second compartment is bemg filled, 
proportionate to the ratios of the former to the latter. entire sugar house products. To secure a bright mo- which in turn is measured, weighed, sampled and 

The solids not sugar carried with the juice into the lasses, lime must be used moderately and a light sugar limed, while the second compartment is being pumped 
sirup and finally into the masse cuite are responsible can only be produced from a light sirup. out and the third is being filled. 
mainly for the inferior color of the sugar, the other ele- The operation of tempering cane juice with limejs From this tank the juice is pumped into the absorb
ments affecting the color of the sugar being ca. used by one of extreme delicacy and should be placed in skillful er, occupying the space outside the copper tubes, thence 
the excessive use of lime or the caramelizing of the glu- hands. The presence of glucose and organiC com- passing into the digester where it is heated to a tempe
cose during film evaporation. pounds in Louisiana cane juice, upon which limA acts rature of 230' F., or higher if desired. It now again 

We cannot as yet In a practical manner remove or with such disastrous results, precludes the possibility enters the absorber, passing through the tubes, which 
destroy the glucose, thereby avoiding the production of workin� alkaline juices to the slightest degree and are surrounded by the cold juice. 
of molasses, which carries with it all the sugar it can later preClpitating the lime as by the carbonatation ",- The adjustment of a three-way cock directs through 
dissolve. The ratio of sucrose to glucose is therefore process as practiced with beet juice. the absorber" en route" to the digester the amount of 
]!lractically fixed. All our attempts to improve the The writer recently asked an old time head clarifier juice necessary to reduce the temperature of the super
juice are therefore restricted to the removal of the man working on a four million pound crop if he ever heated juice below the atmospherlC boiling point, before 
solids not sugar which restrain granulation and dete- used litmus paper; he replied he had never seen any, it enters the filters, from which it pas�es to the evapo-
riorate the quality of the sugar. but heard of a man on Lafourche who used it. The lat- rators. 

The clarification of cane juices is or should be the ter's work couIa hardly have been inferior to that of By this process the juice is accurately measured 
result of three operations: application of heat, ap- the former. without an allowance of 1 to 3 per cent. for foam or 
plication of chemicals, and filtration. Large white crystals, once famous-as a production of expansion of the juice due to partially heating while 

Heat checks fermentation and evaporates acids which Demerara, were produced from- juice tempered with the clarifier is filling. 
hold albuminous matters in solution, coagulating and extreme care, using lime water instead of cream of Calculating the average brix and ascertaining the 
rendering them insoluble. Heat is most valuable as an lime, denSity being 100 B., not 170 B., and preference weight of a gallon at that density and multiplying this 
aidlto chemical action. being given to rain water for slaking and applying by the gallons, would give net weight of juice, from 

Chemicals used are slaked lime, sulphate of lime, the lime. which may be accurately determined the mill extrac-
sulphurous and phosphoric acids. An excess of lime produces invariably a sugar having tiorl if the weight of canes are known. 

The use of slaked lime aids coagulation of impuri- a grayish tinge, and no amount of sulphur fumes can One man thus directs the juice into its proper com-
ties by the formation of insoluble lime compounds. remove it. partment, measures, weighs, samples, limes, controls 

Sulphurous acid prevents fermentation, de colorizes c Acid juices cause an inversion of sugar. The color the discharge to the pump, controls the pump, controls 
and by some claimed to aid in coagulating albuminous may be.better, but this advantage is offset by the di- the temperature of the clarified juice leaving the ab
matter not affected by heat. minished guantity secured. sorber and controls the initial heat employed in the 

Phosphoric acid, in conjunction with lime, forms a Acid jUlces produce a fine soft grain of sugar, diffi- digester. He is the one and only clarifier man of the 
precipitate of phosphate of lime, improving the color cult to purge in the centrifugal and easily dissolved by house, being held responsible for these duties, which 
and the facility with which it may be filtered. Phos- the wash water. are easily within the ability of an ordinary man. 
phoric acid should be quite pure. It is claimed albuminoids are set only in a neutral The pump employed for forcing the jUlces through 

The now prevailing method of clarification is the solution-one neither acid nor alkaline' and they are this apparatus also serves as a filter press pump, a pipe 
use of clarifiers. well known to you all. We are aware again redissolved, taken into solution, shOUld the juice connection being made to the presses from the appara
that, practically, the present system of clarification has become acid or alkaline. tus; thus the pump ,handles only cold juice free from 
prevailed since the earliest _recorded instance of the We can scarcely conceive of a chemical action or any gritty substances found in scums. The digester 
producti<w. of sugar from- sugar cane. Is it possible change occurring in a boiling solution of pure sugar and absorber and all intermediate connections are 
that there can be no improvement in this most im- and water. A sugar solution containing acid or alkali, made and tested for 100 pounds pressure, which is 
portant feature of sugar house work? especially if containing organic matter, could not es- the practical maximum working pressure for filter 

Chemists have sought in vain for a compound that cape some change. presses. 
would practically place the impurities in a condition In the open evaporation of 2280 F., lime present be- The digester is made of J.(-inch boiler steel, cylindri
rendering their separation aud removal possible, and comes more active, and will coagulate Impurities, cal in form, 32 inches in diameter, and 7 feet long, with 
tbere are now offered planters' "compounds," so-called mainly coloring matter not acted on by a lesser degree cast iron flanges at the ends, to which are bolted heavy 
aids to clarification, whose values, if they possess any, of heat, which accounts for the superior product of this tube plates and steam chest with covers. It is placed 
are so slight as to fail of appreciation. evaporation. horizontally, and contains 116 1:4 -inch diameter copper 

We are therefore back again to heat, aided by the The heavy incrustation of scale on the coils of the tubes, extending from head to head. The tubes are 
single element, lime, as practiced by the earliest sugar open evaporator, much greater than is found on the held in place and a joint made in the tube plate by a 
makers. heating surface of multiple effects, is caused by the rubber gummit and not expanded, and consequently 

By the use of our clarifiers, the juice, after a pre- higher heat of the former, rendering insoluble material do not become loose and leak. 
vious treatment of lime and possibly sulphur, is heated not affected by the lesser heat of the latter which is By removing the steam chest cover every tube may 
slowly to the atmospheric boiling point, 212' Fahren- additional confirmation of the statement that each ad- be removed, cleaned and replaced. The steam occu
heit. This heat, aided by lime, causes the coagulation ditional degree of heat added to these solutions renders pies the tube, the juices being outside, from which the 
of certain impurities which, being of less specific gravi- insoluble matter not so affected by a previous or less scale is removed by the use of acid, as with clarifiers, 
ty than the juice, rise to the surface; others of greater degree of heat. cracking it off with dry heat, or more thoroughly be
specific gravity are precipitated; others, and they form In multiple effects.;) uice will enter the first effect at a tween seasons by removing and scraping the tubes, it 
a large proportion, are held in suspension as a minute tempe,rature of 1800 J!'. and leaves the second effect at a being unnecessary to remove and scrape the tubes dur
flocculent matter which is precipitated slowly and temperature of 1400 F. At no timAwill the temperature ing the working season. The discharge is an opening 
scarcely within the necessary limit of time possible equal that of the clarifiers. 2120 F., and such matter as 10 inches wide by 5 feet long, directly in the bottom 
to preserve juices' against fermentation or serious de- the latter temperature failed to set is carried on into of the cylinder. Inclosing this opening is a steel hop
terioration. the final products. per extending from the sides and ends of this opening 

They are necessarily carried on through the different The organic matter, as found in cane juices, consists to one central discharge twenty-eight inches below. 
manipulations to the final products, where they of coloring and other matters of an albuminous nature The absorber is a steel cylinder 7 feet 6 inches long, 
restrain granulation, discolor the sugar, and darken similar to the white of an egg. with tube plates, steam chest and covers. It is placed 
the molasses. Heat coagulates the albuminoid, which envelops vertically, and contains 14 2-inch copper tubes, which 

The injurious action of this light flocculent matter is and precipitates other matter, its effect being similar are held in place by a fibrous packing, which prevents 
greater with multiple effect evaporation than with to the use of eggs in preparing coffee, made by boiling leaks and permits the removal and replacing of tubes 
stearn trains. This statement is based upon the fact a well beaten egg and coffee in water, or by the use of should it be necessary. 
that other conditions, unchanged stearn trains, with dried blood for clarifying solutions in refinery practice. The absorber, as its name implies" is an apparatus 
our present system of clarification, make a better qua- The albuminoids in cane juice are in small quantity wherein the superheated juice from the digester is ab-
lity of sugar. and less pure than is found in dried blood. In a pure sorbed by the cold juice. 

The explanation of this lies in the fact that a tem- state they coagulate at 176' Fah. As found in cane Superheat, or all above 212 Fahrenheit, which can 
perature of 212' F. does not coagulate or otherwise juice, coagulation continues until a finish (open stri

,
ke 

I 
only be imparted to these solutions under pressure, will 

affect as large a proportion of the impurities as a tem- pan) at 241' Fah. has been reached. condenRe immediately the pressure is removed, or it 
perature of 228' F., as attained in concentrating the The practice of heating slowly the contents of a cla- emerges into open air, flashing into stearn about the 
juice to a 28' Baume sirup in an open evaporator. In rifier-a necessity, of course, because of its lar�e size filter presses. This high heat would also injure the 
other words, a saccharine solution heated to 228' F. has and limited heating surface-causes the impurIties to filter cloths. By the use of the absorber the cold juice 
its impurities RO changed in their characteristics as to coagulate slowly, and in very minute particles, as evi- is employed to utilize this superheat which it contains 
permit a more complete separation of impurities than denced by the fact that some are of less specific gravity entering the digester, requiring therefore less heat to 
is possible at a temperature of 212' F., which means an than the juice and others are held in suspension. secure the requisite superheat. 
improved coefficient of purity and a better quality of The juice should be heated to the boiling point, in- A dial heat gauge registers the temperature of the 
sugar. stantaneously causing the coagulation of the impuri- juice as it enters and leaves the absorber. Brass cocks 

The test of a clarified juice as made at present is in- ties in larger, firmer particles, which would be precipi- and valves arranged with suitable staffs, when beyond 
dicated by the presence or absence of this light floccu- tated immediately the juice was allowed to rest. reach, bring all valves of this apparatus within easy 
lent matter, as observed in a test tube or bottle, which An egg broken in cold water and the latter brought reach for controlling the temperature and the flow of 
is considered satisfactory if the juice is clear and this 

I 
to a boil would cause the albumen to coagulate in fine the juice as desired. 

matter aPl?ears to be settling. particles-a broken egg dropped into water at the boil- In the digester the stearn enters the top of the stearn 
This deSIred condition of the juice is secured by heat ing point is immediately coagulated in one solid piece. chest at one end, passing directly through the tubes, 

and the use of lime; the best results of such clarifica- Sorghum juice placed in a closed cylinder and heated the condensation being discharEed from the bottom of 
tion, as judged by the eye and determined by its purity, to 240' F. at a pressure of twenty-five pounds per square stearn chest at the opposite end. 
and the poorest results, as regards the quality of the inch will, upon cooling, have its impurities precipitated A 5-inch exhaust stearn connection is made and a 4-
sugar produced, follows the use of a slight excess of at the bottom in one lump. as a poached egg. inch live stearn line is connected at top of the T into 
lime. Most of the points thus far stated are facts, confirmed which the exhaust steam enters, thus enabling the use 

It is asserted that clarification by present methods by actual sugar house practice. and a careful considera- of live stearn when necessary to supplement the exhaust 
would be much improved if the impurities rising to the tion of those points most essential for good clarification stearn by siphoning the exhaust stearn into the appa
surface were not brushed therefrom, but beaten into suggests the following practice as a means of improving ratus without causing a back pressure on the exhaust 
the juice. When completely covered by the juice they the present system of clarification. stearn line. Conveniently placed pressure gaugas and 
settle rapidly, attaching to themselves much of the First-The use of the minimum amount of lime. valves within reach permit a perfect control of the 
light flocculent matter held in suspension, causing a Second-The instantaneous application of heat up pressure and heat. 
more complete and speedy separation of the impurities to 230' or 240' F. under pressure in closed vessels or The juice leaving the pump enters the absorber 
than now prevails where the scums are removed from piges. (such portion as is required) at the upv,er end, dis
the surface. Third-Filtering the entire juice by means of pres- charges at the bottom. Thus any precipItation occur-

It cannot be denied that lime darkens all products in sure filters. ring there is carried out by the discharge pipe and car-
proportion as it is used, regardless of the acidity pres- This is not a scientific treatment of this subject, but ried on to the digester. 
ent, which it is calculated to correct. This statement a mere statement of sugar house practice by one who I The juice enters the digester at the top. midway 
is confirmed amply and fully by the practice of making has wrestled with sorghum juices and is familiar with: between the ends and directly over the discharge at 
molasses from sorghum, where the slightest addition of the methods employed for cleaning cane juice, and I the bottom. This is to facilitate the precipitation of 
lime makes a perceptible difference in the color of the who is interested in the introduction of a process of' all coagulated parts directly to the discharge, that they 
product. It' likewise makes a change in the sweeten- clarification which contemplates filtering continuous- may be removed in the order in which they enter with 
ing power, the un limed product when used for cooking ly all the juices by wholly dispensing with the use of the juice. The arrangement of the tubes in vertical 
purposes requiring nearly as much sugar for sweetening open clarifiers or tanks. lines aids separation and precipitation

i 
leaving practi

as if none were employed. By this process the juice is taken to the sulphur box, cally no surfaces on which the materia may lodge. It 
Lime becomes more active or effective as the solutions if one is used� then by an open trough leading over a therefore enters the filter press with its own impurities 

containing it are increased in temperature. A neutral juice tank uivided into three compartments i a "4" -an essential condition for successful filtration. 
clarification at a temperature of 100" F. is an alkaline opening in the bottom of this trough, and controlled by The sugar in ,ll! neutral cane sugar solution suffers no 
solution at 212' F., and at 228' F. will be much darker a wooden plug, directs the juice into either of the three inversion by the application of high heat. It is unaf
than that due to concentration only. compartments. The compartment,s are each four feet fected, as was shown by the experiments with the 

It is well known that an excess of lime in cane juice square and hold about 470 gallons, one compartment cyclone evaporator working under a temperature of 
will redissolve impurities already set by the combined being filled each ten minutes if working 300 tons per 1,2000 F. In the manufacture of sugar on some islands, 
action of lime and heat. Dr. W. C. Stubbs has shown day. water being scarce,. cane juice is used in the boilers 

A i-inch water glass 16 inches long, upper end open, under a pressure of forty pounds and a temperature of 
* A paper read before the monthly meeting of the Louisiana Su�ar· 1 d h t t· t thO fill f th 290' F d th t th f d' th '1 f 

Planters' 4sso�iation, Thqreday evenin;;:, JUPI) 9, 169�.-From t:M La. IS P ace on eac com par men ; m 0 IS S rom e ., an e s earn ere rom use m e COl s 0 a 

Planter. ' " );)Qtt9lU t4e juice free frOJll tr/llllh a.ud fo&1'A. The e�8tct V�\fuum plliU. Thill proc\.lSS is reported to produce less 
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molasses than where clarified in the usual way, indicat- filtration may b e  absorbed b y  the cooler stream of 
ingless inversion and a higher purity. the solution, "en route" to the heater employed, thus 

Next to securing a neutral solution and the highest avoiding the loss of the superheat when the solution 
practical superheat, it is advisable to use any chemi- emerges into the open air. 
cals of whatever nature that assist in removing the Two of these machines were made last year; one for 
solids not sugar, without combining with the sucrose, J. B. Levert, of St. John plantation, who failed to get 
to prev�nt granulati?n or combining with the glucose, I it into p.osition, �nd one for Prof. E? A. KI;�pp, of Huron 
discolormg the solutIOn. i plantatIOn, WfilCh was placed m pOSItIOn, but not 

The action of the lime increases with the tempera- : operated in connection with filter presses, as they were 
ture of the juice, and the minimum amount of lime not in readiness. The crop here was small and not 
necessary to neutralize the free vegetable acids of the. worked until December, when everything was sacrificed 
juice only should be used. These conditions are possi- i to save an already frozen crop. 
ble with this process. The superheat would secure the i Having no double effect, the exhaust steam was used 
maximum service from the minimum amount of lime in the digester, which heated the raw juice above 212 
and its use intelligently controlled. I deg. F. at times, whence it was discharged into the 

Tests for acid in the superheated juice could be made I clarifiers, which were in this instance but settling 
when the compartment' was but half empty, and, if J tanks. The impurities were rapidly precipitated, 
necessary, more lime could be added, or a less amount leaving a very clear juice, which confirms the belief 
of lime used in the next compartment. that a better separation of the impurities occurs when 

If possible, all saccharine solutions, as obtained from all the scums, including those usually rising to the sur
sugar cane, sorghum, beets or their products, should face, are set and retained beneath the surface, where 
be subjected to some form of filtration previous to final they envelop and attach to themselves more impuri
concentration. It has thus far been considered im- ties than if allowed to rise to the surface, eVe)l if the 
practical to devise a filter wherein the impurities eon- ordinary clarifier temperature only be att!,tirr€d. 

The advantages of this process of clarificat;on are: 
Clarification is continuous. 
Without exposure to air. 
Minimum heat required. 
Whole juices filtered. 
Minimum discolor of juice. 
Maximum effect of lime. 
Less molasses-better quality. 
Higher coefficient of purity. 
But one attendant required in operation. 
Minimum of pipes and fittings required. 
Minimum loss of heat by radiation. 
Exhaust or low pressure steam utilized. 
Advantages of a superheat clarification. 
Space oecupied equal to two clarifiers. 
All foreIgn matter held in suspension removed. 
Mucilaginous matter less effective in restraining 

granulation. 
Best system of measuring, liming, sampling and 

weighing juice. 
One juice pump required, which is also the filter 

press pump. 

THE YIELD OF SOFT SOAPS. tained in the solution would form its own matrix, or This apparatus can be recommended for steam train 
filtering medium, through which the whole juices houses or those having a surplus of exhaust steam. Its IT may be called a rare occurrence if a soapmaker 
could pass. large heating surface, equal to eight clarifiers, is ad- should obtain the same percentage of yield in making 

It is also known that saccharine solutions, especially J mirably arranged for the use of a low pressure heat. several boils of one kind of soft soap. In a great ma
when first secured from the raw products, contain gum J A large number of short straight tubes that are easily jority of cases, even with the same fats and lyes, a dif
and mucilaginous compounds that, when subjected to drained of condensed water make it a desirable ap- ference amounting to several per cent. will be noticed. 
a temperature of 2120 F. or less, will imperviously coat paratus for utilizing a now waste heat, which, if prop- The principal cause of this difference is the impossi
the entire filtering area, rendering futile thus far all erly applied, should do the entire clarification. bility of adjusting with mathematical correctness the 
attempts at successful filtration of the raw juices. I If filter'presses are not used, the juice could be dis- evaporation of water by boiling: what is ordinarily 

The atmospheric boiling point, 2120 F.,  :is insufficient charged into clarifiers or open tanks, which would be termed "normal" evaporation fluctuates between 
to produce the necessary changes in the gums and merely settling tanks. limits which account for these variations. If the 
other matters that impede filtration. A much higher It could also be recommended to houses short of evaporation of water by boiling is sufficient in itself to 
heat is necessary to coagulate them into a firm granu- clarifier capacity, but without filter presses. Exhaust bring about this result1 it is still further explained on 
lar form whereby their specific gravity is greatly in- or live steam could be used and the juice discharged considering that the YIeld is affected also by the fats, 
creased, while the specifie gravity of the juice from into the clarifiers at or near the boiling point? so little by the greater or less causticity of the lye, and by the 
which the impurities are taken is reduced correspond- or no steam could be used; thus their capacity would addition of soda in soap for SU!lJmer use. . 
ingly-a necessary condition for filtering any material. be doubled, because used only as settling tanks. Among the unfilled soft soaps in which pota!'h lye ex-

At Calumet plantation some few years since were In the process of sugar manufacture there is a con- clusivelyhasbeen used, the "natural grain" soaps are 
made extended experiments wi.-!;p-.filter presses in the stant deterioration of the juice from the moment the in making which potash lye only is used in 
effort to discover ar mteting medium forming a matrix stalk is severed from the root until it attains the sirup seasons. The different fats selected for the different 
through which could be passed sugar house juices. state. Especially is this noticeable in the juices if de- seasons do not influence the yield to a degree worth 
The result was practically a failure, as was shown by tained at any point in open tanks. The changes are Jnentioning1 as it is not so much the tallow but espe
the excellent report made by Mr. W, J. Thompson, greater before than after clarification, and less with cially the OIls which vary. Generally one-third tallow 
under whose direction the work was done. juices limed than unlimed. The least possible time (figured on the total of fats) is sufficient, as, for instance, 

He states as his belief that the refractory material, and the least possible exposure to air should intervene in summer sufficient stearine for the proper formation 
the impediment to filtration, exists as an insoluble between the juice leaving the stalk and its conversion of the grain is introduced by the increased proportion 
suspended impurity-in small quantity-and it is not into a sirup. of cotton seed oil employed. The yield of linseed oil 
removed by fermentation. Long exposure to air renders the juices less sensible and of cotton seed oil may be assumed to be the 

The cloths used in a filter press merely restrain the to the action of such reagents as are employed for the same; the change in the proportions of these two 
impurities from passing through until a filtering medi- clarification, and the liability of fermentation is pro- oils used, therefore, has no practical influence on the 
urn is formed of the impurities (scums), which are by portionate, as the conditions are favorable as regards amount of soap produced. 
the present form of clarification composed mainly of the temperature, previous condition of the juices in the The variations frequently enough encountered in 
lime with albumen, cane fiber and mud. stalk and the use or non-use of sulphur or lime as the yield of these soaps generally fluctuate between 

In the present practice of filtering scums only about the juice is received. 235 and 240. This is owing principally on account of 
10 per cent. of the juice is filtered, which should result Within thirty minutes after leaving the mill the juice stronger evaporation of water in the case of the lower 
in an easily formed, solid, dry cake. the proportion of will have been sulphured, brix taken, limed, heated to figure named, for in these soaps especially the manu
filtering medium being large as compared with the 230 deg. F., cooled to 200 deg. F., filtered ana ready for facturer is careful to add potash solution if necessary 
product to be filtered: this, however, is not the fact, the evaporators. This wholly without clarifiers or to counterbalance great causticity in the lye. 
as many have great difficulty in securing a dry cake. tanks, except measuring tanks, where a known quan- The proper degree of evaporation is recognized in 

In most instances a dry cake is only secured by use tity of juice is treated with lime. such soaps by observing the froth on the surface toward 
in the filter press of steam at boiler pressure, which I This apparatus is especially adapted for use in plan- the end of the boiling. When the soap, having been 
superheats the cake coagulating the gums or so chang- tation sugar houses-simple in construction, well made, properly made with caustic and carbonated lye, falls 
ing them that more juice may follow through, bringing i strong, easily got at inside and outside, heating surface in the kettle during strong boiling, this is the sign 
in more scums until the press is filled. The effect of easily cleaned, washout arrangements complete, re- that the excess of water is removed and that boiling 
the steam on the cake is precisely the same as occurs quires only the space occupied by two clarifiers and must be discontinued shortly after. If no formation of 
when the juice is superheated in the digester. costs less than clarifiers having an equal heating sur- froth is then observed on the surface when the soap 

The cloths usually used on filter presses are of heavy face. has quieted down, we are justified in assuming that 
weight, and too closely woven, offering too much re- A word upon the preparation of lime and its appli- the soap was boiled down too strongly. (These re
sistance to the passage of the juice, especially when cation to cane juice. marks are based on boiling over an open fire, the ex
they are swollen with heat. They continually shrink, I The lime should be slaked under water, and water cessive evaporation of water being here caused by 
are difficult to wash, to dry, and liable to mould with I added until a proper consistency for straining through either not drawing the fire soon enough or by after
mildew. a wire sieve, about 12 mesh, all lumps and unslaked heating by the heat in the furnace, etc.) In this case 

A cloth much lighter in body would be preferable, pieces restrained by the scre�n to be rejected. the yield would probably fall short of 240 per cent., and 
easily made, washed, handled and dried; would not con- The strained portion to be placed in molasses barrels in fact there is no clew as to how much water has been 
tinually shrink, would offer less resistance to the pas- sawed in halves, where in a few hours occurs a com- unnecessarily evaporated; it is then necessary for the 
sage of the juice, and a much larger quantity of juice plete separation of the lime and water. The water is prop,er yield to add so much water during slow boiling 
could be filtered in a given time. removed, thrown away, or again used for slaking until ft very little speck of froth-about the size of a 

Would recommend light-weight cloths, using two of fresh lime, thereby saving the four per cent. of lime it five cent piece-is seen on the surface. This affords a 
them if necessary, only the outside one needing wash- holds in solution. certainty that the proportion of water is neither too 
ing except at long intervals. The thick cream of lime can be handled with a pad- high nor too low; still there will be small variations in 

Light-weight cloths must certainly be used if any con- dIe, and is used by dissolving in a bucket or a half the weight, as frequently more or less froth is caused, 
siderable portion of the whole juices are to be filtered. barrel with water, never juice, to a certain density which, however, does not influence the quality of the 
Two thicknesses of ordinary gunny sacking when new Baume. soap, and therefore requires no correction if the varia
(later three) gave excellent results in filtering over This is applied to the juice with a basin of a known tion is not too far from the normal condition. 
20,000 gallons diffusion sorghum juices in 12 hours capacity, by distributing it equally over the surface of Greater differences in the yield occur in the unfilled 
through one press of 200 square feet of surface, after the juice and immediately strirring the juice to insure ordinary smooth and green soaps, this being a natural 
the juice was first heated to 218 or 220 degrees Fahren- its speedy distribution throughout the entire body. consequence of the changes in the proportions of resin 
heit. Thus can a known quantity of thoroughly slaked used and in the lyes employed. The yield of soap de-

After the first five minutes the juices came clear and lime be thoroughly incorporated with the juice, with- creases in proportion as more soda lye is used, as less 
remained so. out injuriously affecting the juice with which it first soda is necesRary to saponify the oil than is required of 

If perforated plates are used on filter presses, they comes in contact, and prevent, if judiciously handl€d, potash. Soft soaps made of pure potash lye show a 
should be well supplied with medium large openings, the accumulation of undissolved unslaked lime on the larger increase, for in a case requiring 56 parts potash 
and their efficiency would be increased if they were cor- clarifier bottom. lye for saponification, 40 partR of soda lye of the 
rugated or crimped vertically. Presses should also have Lime for use in this manner can be slaked days or same .strength and caust· J would be quite suffi
half-inch or five-eighths-inch discharge cocks. The weeks before needed for use. It will keep for months, if cient. Then the character of the lye plays an import
juice once having passed the filtering medium and the protected from sun and rain. Dry air-slaked lime, as ant part in the yield. Of a ve1'l. caustic lyo less is of 
cloth should not meet with unnecessary resistance in usually employed, is not as strong as fresh lime, and course required to saturate the OIls than of one contain
the discharge cocks. those portions longest exposed have less strength and ing more carbonated alkali, for the caustic lye alone 

The impurities removed from cane juices by this pro- are soonest slaked, when applied to juice, except when saponifies oils, while the action of the carbonated alkali 
cess differ from those removed by the present process fully air-slaked, When it and the unslaked portion is purely mechanical, and by its presence naturally in
more in quality than in quantity; consequently a filter fall to the bottom, where it slakes slowly or not at all. creases the yield. 
press capacity adequate for the'scums should handle the Unless provision is made for the action of the un- According to season the sml'loth and green soft soaps 
whole juices, if the discharge cocks of the filter presses slaked portion during the heating of the juice or later contain more or less resin. The yield is in these cases 
have sufficient area and heavy cloths do not unduly in- in the scums an alkaline juice will certainly follow. figured on the basis of the fats alone, b ecause, on ac
crease the resistance. The unslaked lime in the scums, hard as stone itself, count of its low price, the resin is considered as belong-

At no time are sugar house products in a more favor- seriously cuts the linings and packing of filter press ing rather to the filling than to the fats. 
a ble condition for filtering than previous to concentra- pumps. One would think that the lye required for saponify
tion, provided the juice contains in a coas-ulated con- We frequently see very dark juices from the filter ing the resin would add to the yield of soap in the 
dition all the impurities likely tobe set durmg evapora- presses with a strong smell of lime, due to lime slaking same proportion as in pure oil soap, but the writer ob
tion. in the settlings after they leave the clarifier. serves that when the resin is boiled together with the 

As the density increases, the difference in the specific Juice, when used to slake lime, is burned, as it were, oils from the start, it rarely causes an increase above 
gravity of the juice and its impurities become less, and by the excess, and the injury cannot be corrected by its own weight, compared to the soap made without 
they are therefore more difficult of separation, even if it adding it to the clarifier; the same injurious action oc- resin. For example 1,500 lb. linseed oil alid 225 lb. 
were possible to pass the concentrated juice through curs, but to a less extent, when dry lime is added di- resin (15 per cent), without using any soda lye, fur
any form of filter. rectly to the juice in the clarifier. nished, according to repeated weighings, 3, 600 lb. soap; 

The claim of novelty of this process consists of a pro- Impurities are easiest separated from juices where this is 240 per cent., figured on the 1,500 Ib. of oil. The 
cess for filtering saccharine solutions by an inter- they are heated, while neutral-neither acid nor alka- same result was obtained when 1,200 Ib. linseed oil, 300 
mittent or continuous flow of solutions which are un- line. Ib. cotton seed oil, and 225 lb. resin were used. Only 
del' pressure due to heat or frictional resistance or Impurities set in a neutral juice are redissolved and once a percentage of 242 per cent. could be recorded. 
both, with atmosphere excluded and at a temperature again taken into solution impossible of removal, should If now a pure oil soap (without resin and soda lye) is 
at or above the boiling point of the solution in open the juice become alkaline by the lime slaking during considered as yielding 228 per cent., then the 1,500 lb. 
air. the process of clarification. of oil would yield 3,4201b. of soap, and if we add to 

It is a process for filtering saccharin� solutions by the It is, th�refo�e, essential t.hat the application of lime this merely the simpl� weight of resin we have 3, 645 
use of one or more condensers by WhlCh the superheat be placed m skillful hands, If you would secure a good 10. or 243 per cent. agamstI240 per:cent. actually yielded. 
uecesrsary fOr securing the requiSite temperature fOr clarificatio� and preserve the C919l' 9f • "'Ol sus-ar, I 'l'he explanation of thif} cMiGiency can QIlly be found in 
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